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Love The Way
Five Times August

Band: Five Times August
Song: Love the Way

I put a tab up for this like a year ago. Then someone put another up that
improved on
I think this one is an improvement off if theirs. I used his recorded version
from
sessions which the times coincide with and the youtube video at 
to see what he does. But I don t really know the names of the chords so I ll
letter them A,B,C etc. Let me know how I did, bjs5244@rit.edu.

Capo 3

Chords:
   A     B      C      D     E     F     G
e|-3-| |-3-| |-3---| |-0-| |-3-| |-3-| |-0-|
 |-0-| |-0-| |-0---| |-0-| |-0-| |-0-| |-3-|
 |-5-| |-5-| |-4h5-| |-5-| |-5-| |-5-| |-5-|
 |-5-| |-5-| |-5---| |-5-| |-5-| |-5-| |-5-|
 |-3-| |-0-| |-0---| |-3-| |---| |-0-| |-0-|
E|-3-| |-4-| |-3---| |-4-| |---| |-3-| |-4-|

Intro:
(0:00-0:09)
e|-3-------3--------3-------3-------|
 |-----0--------0-------0-------0---|
 |-------5--------5-------5-------5-|
 |---5--------5-------5-------5-----|
 |----------------------------------|
E|-3--------------------------------|

e|-3-------3--------3-------3(let ring)-|
 |-----0--------0-------0---------------|
 |-------5--------5-------5-------------|
 |---5--------5-------5-----------------|
 |--------------------------------------|
E|-3------------------------------------|

Verse 1:
(0:10-0:41)

A                              B                        C
Baby, come inside you ll never know what you might find
A                                                   B                      C
Maybe you ll find that there are better days if you leave these days behind
D                   C



So baby take my hand
(Don t strum)                        E
And let me show you, let me show you

Chorus:
(0:42-1:23)

F                                               C
That I love the way you love the way I love you
F                                   C
And I love the way you love me, too
F                                          C
And I love the way we take away each other
F                                                                 C
Into places that erase away our thoughts, our cares, our dreams or scares
F                             C
And I never want to let you go
F                     C   E
Because I love the way... you are.

Verse 2:
(1:24-1:49)
A                            B                                    C
So baby, you live and learn, you crash and burn, and c est la vie
A                                       B                                  C
But it s crazy to me, you ll never see, you ll never see what you mean to me
D                    C
So baby take my hand
                                     E
And let me show you, let me show you

Chorus 1x
(1:50-2:35)

Breakdown chord progression:
(2:36-3:05)

Check the video and/or audio clips to see how he improvises and palm mutes with
these chords.

E  F  E  F  E  G  C(Barre it on the 3rd fret)

Verse 3:
(3:06-
E      C   E   C
So baby... baby
A                              B                       C
Baby, come inside you ll never know what you might find
A
And maybe you ll find that there are better days
        B                     C
If you leave these days behind
D                   C



So baby take my hand
    F
And let me show you, let me show you...

Sing this song to your girlfriend and let her know how you feel.


